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MEMBERSHIP OF THE SOCIETY OF OLYMPIC COLLECTORS
Membership starts on election, of which applicants will be notified, and will last for one
calendar year. All back issues of the magazine for the current year will be sent to
members joining during the year.
Junior members are those aged under 18 years in the year of joining, subscription
rates are half of the adult rate until the 18th birthday.
All applications should be made to the Secretary.
Subscription rates for 2014 are:
United Kingdom £15.00; PayPal £16.00.
Europe, PayPal £22.00, € 30.00.
Outside Europe, PayPal £27.00, €35.00, $US 45.00
Acceptable forms of payment: $US, or € currency notes;
Sterling cheques;
PayPal - in £ sterling.
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FRONT PAGE
This issue of Torch Bearer will reach you over two months late, for which I apologise,
but had I produced an issue with all of the articles received before March, it would
have been produced on a single sheet of folded paper.
The appeals for articles have appeared regularly, and we have now reached the point
where each issue relies on the efforts of two reglular authors. The actual process of
producing a Torch Bearer every quarter is not the point at issue - it is the content.
With work committments and hobby interests, my own contributions to Torch Bearer
have to be mainly based on topics that I am either researching or using in preparing
my own collection. Whilst I am more than willing to share my research , findings and
views, this rarely covers a wide range of topics in a particular quarter, and will result in
a lack of variety in each issue.
The two pages generated by a recent purchase by Jean-Pierre Caravan demonstrate
just how easy it is to submit an item for inclusion in Torch Bearer, please try to actively
participate by submitting an item for publication.
A brief ten day visit to Sochi was extremely enjoyable, and the combination of the
organisation, transport arrangements, weather and welcoming attitude of the local
populace all contributed to a feeling of sadness that the visit waas so short.
Many of the postal activities and arrangements are detailed in this issue, but the time
taken to produce and mail items, in conjunction with the restricted access to postal
facilities seems to have severely impacted the volume of postal material that has
subsequently appeared on the market. With the exception of items from the Sochi
Main Post Office, there has been very little offered.
Royal Mail have introduced their annual postage rate rises, and hidden amongst these
is the fact that international mail is now subject to the same size rules as domestic
'pricing in proportion'. This has caused problems for UK members when over-zealous
postal clerks have decided that the 5mm thickness has been exceeded and postage
due has been applied. All such charges that have been brough to our attention and
challenged have been reimbursed, but only after delays of 10 - 20 days in delivery,
and correspondence. To avoid this situation from arising on international mailings,
Torch Bearer will be reduced by four pages (one sheet) when an auction catalogue is
included.
The formation meeting for the new international Olympic collectors group Association Internationale des Collectionneurs Olympiques (AICO), is due to take
place on the 22nd May in Lausanne. Bob Wilcock will be attending as the S.O.C.
delegate.
A number of dubious philatelic items have appeared on internet sites over recent
months. An article is under preparation - if you have seen any suspect items, please
get in touch.
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Sochi 2014 - Event postmarks
Postmarks representing the fifteen sports disciplines were progressively announced
until a total of seven post offices were listed as using event postmarks during the )0(11
Olympic Winter Games.
Each post office at which the event postmarks were used is clearly identified within the
text of the postmark. Enquiries at the post offices suggest that each office was only
supplied with one copy of each cancel.
Identification of the post offices
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Illustrations ofg the fifteen event postmark designs follow. Illustrations include a
random selection of the post offices at which these were used,
All fifteen illustrated event postmarks were available from the seven post offices
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During a visit to Sochi Main Post Office late on February 6th, the use of event
postmarks had commenced, and it was apparent that only a proportion of the
postmarks would be used each day.
On the 8th February, at the Mountain Olympic Village, a photocopy sheet of the
proposed dates of use for the event postmarks was obtained, and the teacher
allocated to the office as a translator / administrator kindly added manuscript
translations.
The cancellors were of self-inking, variable date type, and use on dates outside those
proposed did occur, the most common reason being accidental change of the date
back one day rather than forward (very few clerks made a trial impression before first
use of the postmark each day).
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Proposed dates of use for the event postmarks
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Biathlon
• • • • • • !• • • • •
Bobsleigh
••••
••
Alpine skiing
• • • •IP. • • • •
Curling
• • •• •• • • • • •
• •
Nordic Combined
•
•
••
Cross-country skiing
•• • • • • •
•• •
Ski jump
•• •
•• • •••
Luge
Skeleton
•••
Speed skating
•• •• •• • • • • • •
Snowboard
•• •
•
• •• ••
Figure skating
• 00 0000 00 00
Freestyle skiing
• • 00 00 00 00
Ice hockey
10 10 ID ID ID ID ID ID IP ID ID ID ID 41 ID 41
•
•
Short track speed skating
• •
•
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3 Wain Green,
Worcester
WR4 OHP
United Kingdom
BenktKo6poTaHins

J

110111110071
rolortp 'Maps" Pam. 2911 3 2013431:1 TAlYpe0al.14.1,opurcecc.9f 19 11 2013
Short track postal stationery card with shod track stamp and postmark from the
Hotel temporary post office.
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Sochi 2014 - Torch Relay, concluding stages
004TAPOCCNO
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The following illustrations complete the postmarks for the
domestic Torch Relay (continued from volume 30 page
172).
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9
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100
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21
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103
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105-6
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22
23
23-4
25

108
109
109-10
111

16
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18
19
19-20
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0
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2
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95
96
97
98
99

26
27
28
29

112
113
114
115

30
31
1
2
3
4
5-7

116
117
118
119
120
121
122-4

City (English

lzhevsk
Kungur
Perm
Kirov
Nizhny
Novgorod
Saransk
Penza
Saratov
Tambov
Michurinsk
Lipetsk
Yelets
Oryol
Bryansk
Kursk
Belgorod
Voronezh
Uryupinsk
Volgograd
Novocherkassk
Shakhty
Rostov-on-Don
Pyatigorsk
Stavropol
Elista
Yashkulsky
Astrakhan
Makhachkala
Grozny
Magas
Nazran
Vladikavkaz
Nalchik
Mount Elbrus
Cherkessk
Maykop
Krasnodar
Sochi

---

3CTA La ETA
OAIIMFIVIRCK01-0
01-HA

Russian)

MmeacK

KyHrip
ilepmb
KW pas

ION E 8 C 14 42 6 0 0 B

02 • 01. 2014
Izhevsk

FIPINCHPIA

004TAPOCUM

HoBropo,4
CapaHCK
fleH3a
Caparoa
Tameoa
MktHipHHCK
rItinew
Envy
Open

•••
•
,1
1)/

3CTAIDETA
0Ale1M11141%1C1501-0
OCHA
11EPM6 614000
04 • 01* 2014

Perm
004TAPOCCOV

Bpi HCK

KypcK
Benropop,
BopoHeNc
YpibnioicK
Bonrorpeo,
HoaoHepKaccK

I/ /

WaXTbl

Kirov

Pocroa-Ha-Loi-qi

3 CTAMIETA
OALIMI1V1171E1501-D
01-1-1S1
Ki4P013 610000
OS. 01.2014

004TA POULIN

ilATIlropcK

Craapononb
3ruicra
FILLJKObCKLIA

AcTpaxaHb
MaxaHona
rpO3Hblii

Marac
Ha3patib
BIlaaliKaBKa3

pareioH

HMI:DEM
OALIMIIIOCKOF0
011-IA
irmiqmo 1-10010PO4,
603000

00.01.2014
Nizhny Novgorod
1104TA Pt:IC[101

Ha111,411K

3nb6pjfc
tlepthcck
MaRKon
KpacHoilap
Co4H

CIA1411/4 1VIVICK01- 0
OTH2
CAPAHC
IS 430000
09 .01. 2014
Saransk
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1104TAPOCENN

1104TAPOCCHN

1104TAPOCCHW

•

3OAVIMIWIACK010
CTAWETA
011151
flEHIA 440000

10.01.2014
Penza

r

3CTAWETA
0A14MnIAVICK010
011.01
TAM608 392000

3CTAMETA
OAVIMMOCK010
011-151
LAPAT08 410000

12.01.2014

11.01.2014

Saratov

1104TAPOCCHN

-'2. 1kAc
•Al 4fir•
v v
3CTAIDETA
OAWMIWACK010
01H51
OPEA 302000

14.01-2014

1104TAPOCCIAN

3CTAMETA
onvimniiAcKoro
01-H51
6P9HCIC 241050

3CTAWETA
OrHA
15 9PCK 305000

15.01.2014

16.01.201'

1104TAPOCCWW
(
—J7 SV
4*
.k.

1104TAPOCCHN

:0)t
41

OnwmnoMoro

Bryansk

Oryol

13.01.2014
Lipetsk

Tambov

1104TAPOCCON

,

3crAa3ETA
0A14Mr1141ACK01-0
01-HA
AIIIIELIK 398000

Kursk

f104TAPOCCHM

3CTAMETA
0A101Mn149106010
OrHA
6EMOPOA 30800D

17.01.2014
Belgorod

nO4TAPOCENN

,

1104TAPOUNM
lt,lt

1'

1
A
3CTAWETA

onwrimOctioro

01HA
80PCIFIEM 394009

18.01.2014
Voronezh

3 CTAWETA

3CTAWETA
0A1,1Mn1,117ICK010
01-11A
80MOIPAA 400066

0A4Mnla r15010
0 -H5
POCTOG-HA-A019 344000

20.01.2014

22.01.2014
Rostov-on-Don

Volgograd

1104TAPOCCHM

1104TAPOCCVIN

1104TAPOCCOM

3CTAMIETA
OAIAMMOCKOr0
01H51
3AV1CTA 358014

3CTAWETA*'‘
OAWM1110EI50r0
OrHA
ACTPAXA1113 414000

onlmninA cKoro
°ni g

25.01.2014
Elista

3CTAM E TA

M4A
AXA KAA 367000

27.01.2019

26.01.2014
Astrakhan

Makhachkala

nO4TAPOCCNN

1104TAPOCCIAM

3CTAWETA •

3CTAWETA
OAOMIINVICK010
OrHA
BnAANISA8KA3 36200?

1104TAPOCCAN
Iffi—r
-in7 •

infili
.1110 f.

3CTAWETA
OALIMMOCK010
01+19
CTA8P0110Ab 355035

24.01.2014
Stavropol
nO4TAPOUNN

3CTAWETA

onwrintikKoro
01H5I
1P03H61A 364024

20.01.2014
Grozny
1104TAPOUNO

• ■

onieintnAcKoro
OrHA
MACAO 386001•

29.01.2014
Magas

CTAMETA •
onvirintiVicKoro
01-H51
HAA6411K 360051

30.01.201"

31.01.2014

Vladikavkaz

Nalchik
7

3CTAMETA
OAMMOIAVIEK01-0
01-HA
3Ab6P9C 361603
KA6APAMO-6AAKAPCNO3
PEC096ANKii

01.02.2014
Mount Elbrus

r

004TA POCCI414

flO4TA POCCIAN

3ETAMETA
onmintiocriora
01-HA

3ETAMETA
onwrintocKoro
OrHA

3CTACDETA
OAIAMMAPICK01-0
01-HA

MA13/4130 3135000

ISPACHOAAP 350000

9EPISECCK 369000

02.02 • 2014

Cherkessk

03.02-2014

Maykop

1104TA POCCI114

,

04.02.2014

Krasnodar
004TA POEM

1104TA POCCIAN

3CTAMETA
OAVIM1-11110501-0
01-HA
C0411 3511340
ISPACHOAAPC/501-0 6PAA

06.02.2014

Adler 354340

The postmark announced for Adler
354340 06.02.2014 was not
available at that post office, and
enquires revealed that the postmark
illustrated right was to be used at
Sochi Main Post Office.
The
postmark was duly obtained at
Sochi later in the day.

3CIAMETA
CIALIMI110001-0
OrHA
C0414 354000
KPACHLIAAPCKOM KPASI
06.02 . 2014

Sochi 354000

Sochi variable date circular postmarks
P0

The variable date circular postmarks announced by the
www.rusmarka.ru/en/catalog/ website were listed in
volume 30, page 155.

2t

15 03 11

sochl.ru
.,i4CKNE 34'

The locations of the post offices within the Sochi area
required a team effort to even attempt mailing items at a
representative number of these offices, but being in the
area for two days in advance of the Olympic Games did
provide an opportunity to visit some of those nearer to the
Sochi Main Post Office.

A visit to post office 354008 on the 5th February, acted as an indicator of future
experiences. Having waited in line for some time and with customers enduring very
slow service, it was eventually possible to enquire about the Olympic postmark, with
the use of an illustration. The initial response was promising - they had the postmark.
As soon as covers were produced for mailing, we were informed that the postmark
would not be in use until 7th February.
On the 6th February, visits to Adler 354340 and the most southerly post office close to
the State border 354349 were successful in obtaining the postmarks, but dated 7th
February. At Adler, covers dated 7th were accepted for registration on the 6th, but at
354349, the clerk noticed the date and refused registration unless the covers were left
for processing the following day.
Thomas Lippert successfully visited a number of post offices on the 7th February
obtaining postmarks, but at the Sochi Airport, was told that he was very lucky because
the postmark was about to be withdrawn.
8
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Registered cover RA319894839RU, mailed at
Adler 354340 post office. Sochi handstamp
dated 07.02.14, receipt and counter
datestamp dated 06.02.14 - 40 minutes was
spent in line mailing this and three other
covers
Visits to post offices on the 9th February were
unproductive as the postmarks had been
withdrawn.
It seems strange that postmarks announced as
variable date were only used with one date (7th),
on two days (6th and 7th), at a number of the
post offices. The limited time available, events
and opportunities to visit the Olympic Villages
prevented further investigation.
When departing from Sochi on the 13th, Thomas
noticed that the postmark was still available so
took the opportunity to mail items. I visited the
Airport post office with the intention of
purchasing philatelic packs with surplus
Roubles, only to find that they were sold out with
one exception - I missed the fact that the
postmark was still in use!
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Sochi 2014 - Olympic Infrastructure
Two special hanstamps were listed and illustrated in volume 30, page 155. Further
handstamps for temporary post offices were announced later , bringing the total
number of temporary post offices within the Olympic infrastrucure to six.
- FIPHSPEWHAFI gEPEBHFI COLIM 354349 Coastal Village
- rOPHAP gEPEBI-IFI KPACHAF1110AFIHA 354392 Mountain Village
- g011011HMTES1bHAFI fOPHAFI gEPEBHA KPACHAFI 110APHA 354392
Endurance Village
- 1-11ABHIDIPI MEgVIALIEHTP COW 354349 Main Media Centre
- OTEAb MOK COLIV1 354340 IOC Hotel
- gOM 5011E11bLLMKOB KOMAHgbl POCCM1 COLIM 354349
Fan's House Team Russia
All of the Olympic Villages were restricted access
requiring asccreditation.
A single Olympic Village IOC Guest Pass granted
access to all three villages on the day odf validity.
Endurance Village handstamp illustrated right.
Coastal and Mountain Village handstamps see volume
30, page 155.
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Main Media Centre, access by accreditation holders
only.
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Despite attempts, we were unable to obtain Guest
Passes to the Main Media Centre or the IOC Hotel.
On our penultimate day, a chance discussion with one of
the teachers attached to the post office as a translator
and administrator provided an opportunity to have covers
mailed within both these post offices, as the teachers
attached to the Media Centre and the IOC Hotel were in
shared accommodation.
IOC Hotel, access by accreditation holders only.
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The translators deployed by Russia Post played an
invaluable role for visitors to the temporary post offices
by facilitating the use of the postal services, and
attempting to obtaining information for collectors.
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Fan's House Team Russia. This post office was
located within the Olympic Park, and was accessible to
holders of a ticket for an event held in the Olympic Park,
or the holder of a day ticket for the Olympic Park
(actually a half day ticket being valid before or after
14:00 hours).
Two further handstamps were announced for use at this
post office, one fixed date, and one variable date from
14.02.14.
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Both include illustrations of the emblem of the National Olympic Committee of the
Russian Federation which was founded in 1989.
A further media facility 'the Gorki Media Centre' was located in the heart of the
Mountain Cluster in the Gornaya Karusel complex. Facilities listed in early releases
included 'In the common area, in the "Main Street", a post office, a pharmacy, a
laundry, a supermarket, a "Sochi 2014" official outlet and a relaxation room with
massage chairs'. It appears that the planned post office was eventually replaced by a
postbox.
Postal Stationery Cards
Rather belatedly, a series of postal stationery cards with artist's impressions of facilities
within the Olympic infrastructure were issued on 17th february.
2014-084/5
17.02.2014
Coastal
Village
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2014-085/5
17.02.2014
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Village
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Gorki Media
Centre
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2014-088/5
17.02.2014
Main
Media
Centre
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Mess rsatur
Four of the stationery card designs were reissued for the Paralympic
Games with a revised side panel showing the Paralympic Mascots.
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2014-092/5 18.03.14 Coastal Village
2014-093/5 18.03.14 Mountain Village
2014-094/5 18.03.14 Main Media Centre
2014-095/5 18.03.14 Nordic Ski Housing (Endurance Village).
Postal Stationery Envelopes
A series of five postal stationery envelopes using the same artist's impressions as
vignettes were also issued,

26K-2014/2014-050 - Main Media Centre
27K-2014/2014-051 - Gorki Media Centre
29K-2014/2014-052 - Coastal Village
30K-2014/2014-053 - Mountain Village
31K-2014/2014-054 - Endurance Village
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Sochi 2014 - New Issues
Stamp Issues

24 January, 2014

XXII Olympic Winter Games 2014 in Sochi. Olympic Winter Sports, in composite sheet
of fifteen designs plus one label.
2011-2013 designs, released as a composite sheet.
Date (year of issue) within the design revised from original year of issue to 2014
Biathlon (as example). Date (year of
issue) within the design revised from
2013 to 2014
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Stamp booklet

24 January, 2014

XXII Olympic Winter Games in Sochi. Olympic winter sports.
Stamp booklet panes
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Pane 1: Biathlon, Bobsleigh, Alpine ski.
Pane 2: Curling, Nordic combined, Cross country skiing.
Pane 3: Ski jump, Luge, Skeleton.
Pane 4: Speed skating, Snowboard, Figure skating.
Pane 5: Freestyle skiing, Ice hockey, Short track speed skating.
Although issued on the 24th January, the Winter Sports booklet was not available at
any of the post offices where the event postmarks were in use, or the post office in
Adler that included a philatelic sales area.
The only copy of the booklet found in the Sochi area was found at the Airport post
office when departing.
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Miniature sheet

7 February, 2014

Numbered sheets.

XXII Olympic Winter Games 2014 in Sochi.
Medals of the XXII Olympic Winter Games.
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This miniature sheet seems to be freely available on the internet, but the situation in
Sochi was very different on the 7th February.
We arrived at the Main Post Office before 09:00, and quickly learned that the sheet
would be released about midday. All available spaces were occupied by customers
preparing covers to receive the special handstamp, the wording 'premier jour' and the
Russian equivalent being regarded as first day of the Sochi Olympic Winter Games
rather than first day of issue for the miniature sheet.
We became aware that local collectors were compiling a list to determine the order in
which those in attendance would use the postmark, and added our names as numbers
20 and 21. Shortly after we realised that a second list was in operation to purchase
the sheet,with a limit of two per person, and became numbers 25 and 28 on this list..
It seemed pointless that we should both spend the morning waiting for events to
unfold, so Thomas left to try and visit other post offices in the Sochi area.
At 10:30 we were all directed to leave the post office as an unattended bag initiated a
security alert. It was ironic, that 505 of those ejected were standing by the window, far
closer to the clearly visible bag than had they remained inside.
After 5 minutes, we all returned with the bag still in place and awaited further
developments.
At about 11:20, a clerk and a senior official removed the cancellor from its box in front
of assembled television crews, and the the first item was postmarked.
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The list created earlier had little significance as items were thrust towards the clerk for
postmarking. Covers that I had in my hand for other cancellations were actually taken
from me by the official as I was standing close by him, and were amongst the earliest
cancelled.
Just before midday, the sheet went on sale, but this was within an enclosed sales area
/ kiosk. Again the list had no initial value as a line four or five wide surged to the single
counter, cards spinners and displays being disodged in the crush - the sales counter
was in a corner, so once served, customers hade to battle against the stream to exit. I
found myself alongside the lady administering the list, and pointed out my name and
number. To her credit, all of those in front of us who were known to her and on the list
stood aside and allowed me to progress. This was typical of the hospitality and
friendliness that we received from the local collectors during visits to the Sochi Main
Post Office.
Armed with just two sheets, I prepared four covers and revisited the now much quieter
table to get then cancelled.
Taking a ticket for the queue to register the covers, I again waited. After 45 minutes
without the the number displayed for the registration line progressing, I was still the
80th in line. An enquirt to one of the very helpful enquiries desk staff resulted in me
being led to a counter position and served immediately. i noted that the customer at
the registration counter still had some 100 plus covers to be serviced, and others were
passing further batches of covers to him on a regular basis - it was in effect a one
customer a day counter.
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Registered cover from Sochi Main Post Office incorporating stamps from the miniature
sheet and the first day postmark, representing twenty-five percent of the achievents of
over six hours invested.
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We fully expected both the miniature sheet and an official first day cover to be on sale
at all post offices on the 9th February, but no copies were seen in the Sochi area
before we departed on the 13th.
First day postmarks

7 February, 2014
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First day of issue postmarks were available in Sochi,
Moscow and St Petersburg.
An interesting colour variant in red has been offered on
the internet. As the cancelling devices have a self
contained self-inking pad, the colour change could only
be achieived by replacing the blue pad with a red one.
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A similar postmark was used in Sochi Main Post Office
on the 23.02.14 to commemorate the closing of the
XXII Olympic Winter Games in Sochi.
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Stamp Issues
25 April, 2014. Russian Medals won at the XXII Olympic Winter Games 2014
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London 1908 - USA Team Postcard
Jean-Pierre Caravan
A postcard showing the USA Olympic Team of 1908 - photographed near the London
1908 stadium, acted as a starting point to search for information.

Send Min to your lriend

THE OLYMPIC TEAM OF 1908

POST CARD
athlrtIc 'Ammon aub
1R, LEF1s- , •

'
•,

GRAND CENTRAL PALACE

Friday, April 16th, 1909
Under the Austhte• of the Past
and Present Athlete• and their
Suppo

Proceeds go to establish an Olympic fund
for Imo
311
,ccor...I fr..nt
ket. ard
I. Dos 1453. Umtata&
tlistliss J. Itithr.
Pont UAW.. Now York City.
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Place
Post sae
Stamp
Her
Domestic
t cent
Forman
3 cent•

The back of the potcard is an invitation for a reunion and ball for a group called The
Grand Whirlers
Which included many of the great US athletes from previous
Olympics.
The Grand Whirlers was supposedly formed to help raise funds for future US Olympic
participation.
I found only one mention of the group in the New York Times and a couple of other
papers publicizing the reunion and ball that was to be held on 16 April 1909.
Perhaps the group never got off the ground or only lasted a very short time, as there
does not appear to be further reports.
Searching for further information on the group has been added to my to do' list!

Athletes Are New Whirlers.
The Whirlers of America. an organization
recently formed for the two-fold purpose of
raining funds for the American expenses of
future Olympic games and the promotion of
good fellowship among its members, will hold
a masquerade ball in the Grand Central Palace
!n March. The officers are planning to make
the occasion a general reunion of old-time and
present-day athletes.
At that time 200 wellknown athletes who have acted in official
capacities or otherwise shown a vital interest
in amateur snort, will be selected to be known
as the Grand Whirlers.
Lawson Robertson
is President of the Whirlers, and the other
officers are: Vice President—Martin Sheridan;
Treasurer—Charles J. Dieges; Secretary—Harry
L. Hillman; Financial Secretary—Peter L.
Waters; Scribes—Howard Valentine and George
B. Underwood. Among the Governors are Ray
C. Ewry, Melvin Sheppard. Charles Bacon, H.
F. Porter, Paul Pilgrim, Matt McGrath, John
Flanagan. Slyer Prinstein, John Ha.yes, and
E. W. Hertberg.
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London 2012 - Warnings to collectors
Reports from Bob Wilcock
"Jessica Ennis" Trial Printing

Gold
Medal
Winner
Jessica eV*
Altiett% Corrimv-rf
wamsres

This spring news emerged of a Jessica Ennis "stamp" in a completely different design
from the stamp issued in 2012. An auction house claimed that two sheetlets of six had
been purchased from a post office in the Midlands at the time of the Games, and
offered single stamps, firstly at £475, then £525. As soon as Royal Mail found out,
they confirmed the most likely explanation, and had the stamps withdrawn from sale.
Their statement reads:
"This is not an official Royal Mail stamp but was part of the testing done with printers
some months before the London Olympics. All printers were under instruction to
destroy such printed items and we do not have any knowledge as to how the example
came to be on the auction site. However, as this example is Royal Mail property and
never intended for sale it has been removed from the auction site."
It is to be hoped that any purchaser has returned the stamp(s) and received a refund.
If they were retained and are ever put on display or again offered for sale they are at
risk of seizure without recompense, since they are effectively stolen property.

Maximum cards with fake London 2012 Gold Medal Winner cancels!
Last year a Spanish dealer, trading on Delcampe as Euridice77 offered attractive
Maximum cards with an Olympic or Paralympic Gold Medal Winner stamp and "first
day" cancel. The only problem was that all the cancels were dated 29.7.2012. This
was bad enough for the Olympic stamps, but the Paralympic ...!
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There was no British Gold Medal won on 28 July, and no stamp issued on 29 Jul. Any
examples that do exist will be on covers or cards without Gold Medal Winner stamp
sent in by collectors; Royal Mail published a cancel for this date in the Postmark
Bulletin, in case a medal was won on the first day, and it is clear that the dealer
scanned this and used it for all hic cards.
Royal Mail were notified by a member of Committee, but, surprisingly perhaps took no
action (as far as we know). The IOC did act however, and Delcampe were notified
and it appears that Euridice77 is no longer selling on Delcampe. It is almost certain he
did not have permission to reproduce the postcard images, and a lot of his other lots
seemed to be of doubtful status. If you have bought anything from Euridice77,( he
previously had hundreds if not thousands of lots listed) and now have suspicions
about items you should contact Delcampe and the agency you used for payment,
PayPal or Skrill.
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Guyana Olympic stamp issues.
Bob Farley
It is 50 years since the excessive stamp issues from the Trucial States appeared on
the philatelic market, ultimately leading to the issues of these 'sand dune' territories
being relegated to 'back of the book' status in most catalogues.
For most of these states, Olympic related issues after the initial Tokyo 1964 issues,
(and currency change surcharges) are considered as non-postal productions, with the
major part of the issue bearing printed 'cancelled to order' postmarks.
The Michel catalogue is the only 'in print' catalogue to attempt a listing of these issues.

It is interesting to note that the sales value achieved on internet auction sites for
unmounted mint (without c.t.o. cancels) of these Trucial States issues often exceeds
the catalogue values, and shows a steady increase over the last ten years. One only
needs to monitor these issues for a short while to recognise that a number of these
issues are very scarce and sought after.
If these issues are not genuine postage stamps, it follows that they are unofficial
vignettes or labels - a collecting area of increasing interest (and rising prices). It is
probable that the number of such 'stamps' printed without a postmark is very low
(lower than many labels / vignettes).
For the individual, the principle must always be 'collect those items that you like, or
It should also be recognised that some designs from these issues provide the only
means of reflecting certain subjects in a thematic collection, and whilst such items
should not appear in an exhibition, they are often of interest in a display. This should
be a matter of personal choice.
Prior to Tokyo 1964, excessive issues only really emanate from the Dominican
Republic (and it could be argued Monaco).
Equatorial Guinea, followed the lead of the Trucial States, resulting in the same level
of disapproval from the philatelic community.
Many African nations, appear to be following a similar issuing policy, but crucially, the
legitimacy of these issues is very difficult to establish.
Guyana (formerly British Guiana), is another nation where it is very difficult to establish
the legitimacy of stamp issues.
A plausible reason for many of the Olympic related issues does exist, however the
standard tests of issues being freely available in Guyana, or of genuine postal use are
far more difficult to verify - most examples of mint issues on the market can be traced
back to a very small number of sources.
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Examples of such issues on cover are mainly restricted to souvenir first day covers,
commercial covers are very elusive.
There are however a number of issues from Guyana that offer unique opportunities to
illustrate some key aspects of Olympic history.
The following listing attempts to identify the stamp issues and 'philatelic' material
available in the market, together with comments.
Forerunner: British Guiana

Tokyo 1964
5c, 8c, 25c. Weightlifting
The selection and use of the weightlifting design was fully justified as there were
genuine expectations of an Olympic medal in the discipline.
Martin Dias. Coached by Ronald Blackman, the "Mighty Midget" carried all before him.
He first took the National title from Swain, and from 1960 Guyana was assured of a
medal at any Games in which he participated. Starting with the Commonwealth
Games in Australia in 1962 where he won a Bronze medal, this "pocket battleship"
went on to win more medals for Guyana than any other athlete. In 1963 he powered
himself to Gold at both the Central American and Pan American Games, beating every
other Bantamweight out of sight. And then it was off to Tokyo for the 1964 Olympics in
search of the ultimate Gold. Arriving at the Games Village the day before competing
and after an exhausting plane ride via New York, San Francisco, Honolulu and finally
Tokyo, Dais was forced to lift without the benefit of a Coach until the final round. At that
stage the Barbadian lifter had been eliminated, and his Coach agreed to coach Dias in
the medal race. In a Herculean effort against the odds, the "Midget" totalled 740
pounds to just miss the Bronze medal. But he had the satisfaction of being singled out
by the Games officials for his magnificent effort, which also placed him sixth in the
world standings.
Guyana has participated in sixteen Olympic Games (summer) since 1948, initially as
British Guiana (1948 - 1964). A team was not present at the Montreal 1976 Olympic
Games.
The Guyana National Olympic Committee was created in 1935 and recognised by the
International Olympic Committee in 1948.
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The following is based on an article taken from Stabroek News - May 21, 2007, by
Lennox J Hernandez 'The Postage Stamps of Guyana 1966 - 2006; which provides
an interesting insight into local opinion of the stamp issuing policy.
Hernandez sub-divides into three distinctive periods:
a) Celebrating Guyana (1966 - 1981)
b) Overprinting and Surcharging ( 1981 - 1989)
c) Many new stamps with only a few celebrating Guyana (1989 - 2006)
Period a) 1966 -1981.
Stamp issues were appropriate to the country depicting local topics - events, flora,
fauna, and personalities, with a high degree of design by local artists.
Period b) 1981 -1989.
"During the 1980's, Guyana was experiencing a financial crisis, hence the Post office
implemented an austerity programme, printing few new stamps and resorting instead
to local overprinting and surcharging numerous earlier issues ... to celebrate events
and to change postage values,.... The beginning of this overprint period began on May
4, 1981."
"Towards the end of this period a new trend emerged celebrating events very distant
from Guyana with many stamps. For example, 38 stamps were issued in April 1989 to
commemorate the Gold Medallists at the 1988 Winter Olympics, held in Calgary,
Canada. These were simply overprints on the 1978 10c. archonias bellona (a butterfly)
stamp.
0 0 0
0 0
OLYMPIC
GAMES '84

25 7.s:TS
Los Angeles 1984
Overprint / surcharge.
Violet ink.

SEOUL
Men's 800M
OLYMPICS Ereng Kenya

KOREA

Row 1, stamps 1 - 3 of SEOUL OLYMPICS 1988 /
GOLD MEDAL WINNERS sheet, gold foil.
In addition to Hernandez's review, it should be noted that during this period the
overprinting and surcharging evolved from a very artisan local ink process to a hightech metallic foil process.
Undoubtably the earlier overprints were for austerity purposes offering a low cost
solution.
Justification of the later metallic overprints on low face value stamps to meet postal
needs would be very difficult. Collectors were the main target market.
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Period c) 1989 - 2006.
"Many new stamps have been produced. ... The subjects portrayed have increasingly
become non-Guyanese and even non-Caribbean, We produced so many stamps that
in January 1998, Linn's Stamp News listed Guyana as having topped the world from
1994 to 1996 in issuing postage stamps 530 in 1994, 497 in 1995 and 321 in 1996.
Since then we have greatly reduced the numbers of stamps issued each year, but the
mainly non-Guyanese content remains. These stamps cover many subjects from
around the world, mostly from the USa. A few, of the very many are Olympic Gold
Medal Winners (August 1991 - over 72 stamps); ..."
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Barcelona'92

One of the sheets of nine designs issued for OLYMPIC GOLD MEDAL
WINNERS, in conjunction with the celebration of the Barcelona '92 Olympic
Games.
The chosen medal winners cover the whole of the Modern Olympic Games,
Summer and Winter,
From a philatelic perspective, there are other trends to the stamp issuing policy that
are evident over this period.
- Introduction of blocs or miniature sheets with each issue.
- Introduction of 'de-luxe' blocs, one for each stamp design.
- Variation of bloc border colours (generally silver or gold, with some design
elements also displaying the change of colour).
- Serial numbers, occasionally in differing positions for the same issue.
- Metallic foil issues.
- Issues in composite sheets / sheetlets.
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Introduction of blocs / miniature sheets.

Calgary '88 Winter Olympic Games.
$7 stamp with 1988 imprint date in the design,
titled 'DOWN RACING'.
(left) in small sheet of four stamps.
(right) in bloc / miniature sheet. the bloc is titled
'SKI JUMPING' but from the helmet and ski
poles appears to show a speed skiier.

Calgary '88 Winter Olympic Games.
$3.5 stamp without imprint date in the design, showing the Olympic Rings..
(right) single stamp from sheet..
(left) in bloc / miniature sheet. the bloc showing the Calgary '88 logo. The location of
the perforations tends to vary on individual copies of the bloc, so the fact that an
individual stamp does not have part of the red Calgary logo at centre top cannot be
taken as evidence that the stamp is not from a bloc.
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Introduction of 'de-luxe' blocs / miniature sheets.
History of the Olympic Games.
Korea '88, Barcelona '92 Olympic Games.
$2, $3 and $5 stamps with 1987 imprint date
in the design..
Designs are taken from ancient Greek
artifacts, showing athetes in antiquity.
{above} Se-tenant strip of the
three stamps.
$2 Jumper with weights;
$3 Runnerand;
$5 Discus thrower,
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{below} Bloc / sheetlet with two
sets of the three stamps

atxVNV

GUYANA

?82 i0( 00

{right} Bloc including the three
stamps with three labels.
Note that Guyana regularly
uses Korea '88, to refer to the
Seoul 1988 Olympic Games.

HISTORY OF TliE OLYMPIC GAMES

GUYANA

SUMMER OLYMPIC GAMES - To
KOREA '88

HISTORY OF THE OLYMPIC GAMES

PROMOTE A UNITY

OF ALL Commis

{The designs of Guyana stamps
with references to Barcelona '92
frequently used the original bid
logo.
The bloc illustrated {left} is
imperforate. The majority of
Guyana issues are available in
both formats, perforated and
imperforate.

SUMMER OLYMPIC GAMES
KORE A '88

- TO PROMOTE A LAITY of ALL CoUNTNES
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Individual 'de-luxe' blocs.
$2 Jumper with weights, native fishing
with bow and arrow.
$3 Runner; native canoe.

0 '
A001 A FUT

$5 Discus thrower, satellites used for
communications of the Olympic
Games.

'THE SATEL
COM
GAME,

The $5 bloc also has a printed serial number. The inclusion
of a serial number on the highest value bloc is typical for
many of the Guyana issues.
The blocs illustrated all have gold borders, but also exist with
silver borders.
It appears that cancelled to order copies of the blocs supplied
to the philatelic market may have been trimmed to remove
the gold or silver border.
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Variation of bloc border colours (generally silver or gold, with some design
elements also displaying the change of colour).
Serial numbers, occasionally in differing positions for the same issue.

Korea '88, Barcelona '92 Olympic
Games.

U
Y
A
N

$3.50, stamp with 1987 imprint date in
the design.

{front} Gold border with
horizontal serial number
bottom right.
Olympic Rings and
KOREA '88 top right.

;,(

ANA

•
▪
A PR

{behind} Gold border
with vertical serial
number bottom right.
Barcelona '92 logo top
right.

l'aff.JOIL•
ranwaroiS

Stamp design Olympic Rings, KOREA
'88, BARCELONA '92 logo, inset in
scene of runners.
Sheet design includes text:
SUMMER OLYMPIC GAMES KOREA '88
- NEXT BARCELONA '92

{front} Silver border with
horizontal serial number
bottom right.
Olympic Rings and
KOREA '88 top right.
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▪

{behind} Silver border
with vertical serial
number bottom right.
Olympic Rings and
KOREA '88 top right.

Metallic foil issues.
World Cup '94, Atlanta 1996
Olympic Games. 1993 issue.
$600, Golf / Tennis. embossed
on either gold or silver foil.
{below} die-cut 'perforated', blocs
of two.stamps.

{above} die-cut 'perforated', gold and silver
stamps.

? •
%

gams.%
gamma%
ti4

ti■

Ilk% Ilk
(be:

Atlanta 1996

IR

{above and below} imperforated', gold and silver
stamps in composite blocs with other desi• ns.
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vA

Copies of the embossed
metallic foil stamp issues
are regularly offered in the
marketplace, in a variety of
bloc and composite bloc
formats.

tgt
Ailania 1996

110

SPECI

An array of blocs exist for
Albertville 1992. On many of
these the stamp design has
no Olympic relevance, but the
white border includes Olympic
text, and on some the
Albertville logo.
To create a multitude of
varieties, the stamp may
appear in either gold or silver.
The text may also appear in
either gold or silver paired with
either colour stamp.

•, • •

o••••I 4

ti■

7579

Ait.13 19% In

SPECI

All of the Guyana issues after 1981 present problems for catalogue editors, and it is
not surpring that listings in the major catalogues show significant differences.
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Issues in composite sheets / sheetlets
Atlanta 1996 Olympic Games. 1993 issue.

Designs

• ••
GUYANA 160

GUYANA 160

GUYANA 160
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To be continued ...
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Pierre de Coubertin 1867 - 1937
Pierre de Fredy, Baron de Coubertin, was born on 1 January 1863, and died on 2
September 1937.
The 150th anniversary of his birth, and the 75th anniversary of his death were
therefore in 2012 and 2013. A number of countries produced philatelic items to
commemorate these anniversaries, or took the opportunity to commemorate his life,
providing further opportunities to illustrate the role of Pierre de Coubertin in Olympic
collections.
Issuing Authority

Commemoration
Birth

Argentina
Burundi
Central African Republic
Chad
Chad
Ivory Coast
Ivory Coast
Malagasy
Maldives
Mali
Moldova
Monaco
Mozambique
Niger
Solomon Islands

Death

Life
v

,(
v
./
v
,r
,r
s(
v
s(
v
v
v

V
V

Argentina
Miniature sheet issued
to commemorate the
12th Session of the
IOC.
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Nr
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Summary of issue.

SEP 20V.

OUDAD 01/4'
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1 stamp from miniature sheet.
Sheet of 4 stamps + m.s.
2 x miniaure sheet (5 stamps)
1 stamp from miniature sheet.
4 stamps in various format m.s.
1 x miniaure sheet (2 stamps)
1 x miniaure sheet (1 stamp)
1 x miniaure sheet (1 stamp)
Sheet of 4 stamps + m.s.
1 x miniaure sheet (1 stamp)
1 x postal stationery
1 x stamp.
Sheet of 4 stamps + m.s.
Sheet of 4 stamps + m.s.
Sheet of 4 stamps + m.s.

150th anniversary of birth.

Burundi

150EME ANNIVERSAIRE DE

PIERRE DE COUBERTIN

REPUBLIQUE du BURUNDI

REPUBLIQUE du BURUNDI

MIME ANNIVERSAIRE DE

PIERRE DE COUBERTIN
7500 F.

From sheet of four stamps:
1090 F.
1180 F.
3000 F.
3000 F.

De Coubertin, cycling.
Diving, running.
Hurdles, gymnastics.
Gymnastics.
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Discus,
high jump.

150th anniversary of birth.

Central African Republic

amo...*CENTRAFRICAINE.

Komar CENTRAFRICAINE

amaat CENTRAFRICAli4E

CENTRAFRICAINF

150EME ANNIVERSAIRE !'.

900 F.
900 F.
900 F.
900 F.
3000 F.

De Coubertin, runners.
Gymnastics, weightlifting.
Hurdles, discus
Pole vault, javelin.
De Coubertin, high jump.
Chad
{left} London 2012 miniature sheet.
{below, next page} Sochi 2014 miniature sheets

frus 01)nipiqui, d.

I ■ rmit

I

Rdpublique du Tehad
IREPUBLI UE DU TCHAD

142600

REPUBL UE DU: CHAD

i1
so'n°43fr="411"=1
REPUBLI UE DU TCHAD FREPUBLIQU4 DU TCHAD!

rgurixarXXIItsJEUX

110T0111 1114

475 F. De Coubertin.
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Designs of stamps
within the various
formats of miniature
sheets.
REPUBLI UE DU TCHAD

REPUBLI LIE DU TCHAD1

600 F.

De Coubertin.
Snowboard.

600 F.

De Coubertin.
Artistic

600 F.

De Coubertin.
Ski jump.
De Coubertin.

2M"Artr.4:11474

skating.

REPUBLI E DU TCHAD

REPUBLIQUE DU TCHAD,

600 F.

Speed
skating.

REPUBLI UE DU TCHAD

REPIIBUQUE OU TCHAD
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Ivory Coast
2 x 1000 F.
De Coubertin.

PIERRE DE
COUBERTIN
(186)- 19 371

2013 Famous Personalities.
2500 F.
De Coubertin.
Malagasy

Pierre de Fredy

75th anniversary of death.

- baron de Coubertm

(1863 - 1931)

3000 Ar. De Coubertin.

/Se Artruversdire de 1a mort

r-7 Pte_,
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Maldives

150° Aliarury d lira i Moe

150th anniversary of birth.
R. 120 De Coubertin,
swimming.
R. 120 De Coubertin,
athletics.
R. 120 De Coubertin,
cycling.
R. 120 De Coubertin,
fencing.

.AA, OF TIg
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let

18 11 2013
FIRST DAY

R. 160 De Coubertin,
torch.

1ici r&

Mali
7500 F.

oubertin

De Coubertin.
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Moldova
1.75 L.
De Coubertin,
Olympic flag and
cauldron.

yo
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Pierre de Coubertin
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Monaco

150th anniversary of birth.

+p,CO 0.
,0

Mozambique
150th anniversary of birth.

cAl%klakt,
*
(11/X
(

3,
2.01.201.5

444
2.55€ De Coubertin
ISO' Aniversario de
PIERRE DE COUBERTIN

14 0(AmBIQUE MOCAMBIQUE

46,00

r

ErEt4

46 F.
De Coubertin.
46 F.
Table tennis.
46 F.
Cycling.
46 F.
Judo.

175 F.
Equestrian.
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Niger

150th anniversary of birth.

750 F. De Coubertin, runner.
750 F. De Coubertin, high jump.
750 F. De Coubertin, wrestling.
750 F. De Coubertin, gymnast.

•
•
t
R[PUBLIQUE DU NIUR

2500 F.
De Coubertin,
1894 IOC.
30 09 2013
Prellbef

Solomon Islands

150th anniversary of birth.

SOI.OMON

SOLOMON
\\I

150"' ANNIVFR
Lll,l R.1
KRI DI

150"' ANNIVERSAR. •
RKI DI 4 011R1 RI I\

$7.00 x 4 De Coubertin, plus: Athletics;
Cycling; Gymnastics; Beach volleyball.

$35.00
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De Coubertin, plus:
Torch relay runner.

Auction News
Chris Cohen
Having managed the first auction since John's sad death, can I thank everyone who
made bids on the items, and those who sent items in for sale. My second auction has
now been compiled and you will have received it with this edition of Torch Bearer. It
consists of a mixture of lots, with special emphasis on the Winter Olympics. I hope to
be able to show pictures of more lots on the SOC web-site from auction 114, but you
can see a web version of the current auction with a few more pictures than we could fit
in to keep the catalogue down to sixteen pages. The plan in future will be to list more
lots and show pictures of interesting ones on the web.
I will list the prices realised from auction 112 in the next auction. I had hoped to do so
in the current list, but my much-needed holiday got in the way!
As part of my taking over the role of auction manager, Joan Crowther, John's widow,
has passed on unsold items which had been sent to John over several years. Most
had been offered before, but some may not have been. So far I have collected about
half of the items, which filled twelve boxes and filled my car! The rest should arrive
shortly! The boxes were stacked very high and, although most were well labelled, I
have not been able to identify every single lot and its seller so far. I will be wading
through them over the next few weeks, but it would be helpful if any members who
sent items to John over the last few years, and who believe that some were unsold,
could contact me with as much information as possible so that I can be sure I have
matched every single item to its correct owner. My email address is shown in Torch
Bearer. If you would like the items sent back without them being offered for sale,
please let me know, so that I can ensure that happens.
In the last auction, we allowed buyers to use Paypal, but this was quite expensive for
the Society, so in future we will need to add a small supplementary cost if people
choose to use Paypal. It should still be cheaper than using international bank
transfers, although we will make that method available as well once the Society bank
accounts are updated for the new treasurer's use.
As always, if you have items you wish to sell, please let me know and send me a list
with your lowest acceptable prices, and I will then ask you to send the items. Please
don't send the items before you have told me you want to sell them.
Good luck in sale 113 if you take part, and, if you don't normally bid or buy anything,
look to see if there is anything you like this time!
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Paralympic Torch souvenir cover
The inaugural Heritage Flame was lit at Stoke Mandeville Stadium in Aylesbury, on
Saturday 1st. March , 2014 as part of the celebrations in the build-up to Sochi 2014.
This was the first time there has been an international leg of the Paralympic Torch
Relay.
In a ceremony that will now take place before every future summer and winter
Paralympic Games, the event celebrated the history of the Paralympic Games and
Buckinghamshire's position as the birthplace of the Paralympic Movement.
Sir Philip Craven, President of the International Paralympic Committee, provided the
first speech of the ceremony.
"When the Paralympics returned home in 2012, they were the best ever - a fitting
tribute to Sir Ludwig Guttmann, the brainchild behind the Paralympic Games and the
man who wrote the first chapter in the illustrious history of the Paralympic Movement."
"Tonight, six days before the start of the Sochi 2014 Paralympic Winter Games, we
start to write another chapter, a chapter that will ensure that for all future Paralympic
Games, Stoke Mandeville and Great Britain is recognised globally as the birthplace of
the Paralympic Movement.
"From now on, and for all future Paralympic Games, Stoke Mandeville will always
stage one leg of the Paralympic Torch Relay celebrating the past, present and future
of the Paralympic Movement in this country."

gDgEbooPN3
SONO 4
paralympic games

£0.50
AWE X84%

037E3714

A limited number of postally used SmartStamp covers were
mailed in Stoke Mandeville post office, postmarked 01.03.14
(SmartStamp validity 03.02.14) to commemorate this first ever
lighting of the Paralympic Heritage Flame.

NAPII°F-L°
1

avalumpq ;a et,

Covers are available while stocks exist at £2.00
postage - £0.60 UK, £1.60 Europe, £2.30 world.
Contact Bob Farley
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each plus

BID NOW AT
HA.com/7105
SPORTS COLLECTIBLES AUCTION
MAY 15-17, 2014 I DALLAS I ONLINE

1936 Berlin Summer Olympics
Track & Field Ticket Book.
Estimate: $4,000.
U.S. Hockey "Miracle en
Ice" Olympic Gold Medal
Presented to Mark PavelKh.
Estimate: $250,000.

1952 Helsinki Summer
Olympics Silver Modal.
Estimate: $8,000.

1992 Michael Jordan "Dream
Team" Barcelona Olympics
Game Worn & Signed
Sneakers, MEARS Authentic.
Estimate: 58,000.

1936 Eterin Summer ONprpiz Ticket
Stub Jesse Ohms Fourth Gold
Medal, PSAIDNA EX.MT 604
Estimate: $800.

1983 Mickey Mora:1(1mi
Olympic Gold Medalist Ring.
Estimate: 54,000.

Call 877-HERITAGE (437-4824) to discuss opportunities.

Annual Sales Exceed S900 Million I 850,000+ Online Bidder-Members
3500 Maple Avenue I Dallas, Texas 75219 1877-HERITAGE (437.4824) I HA.com
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Olympic Games Memorabilia
Auctions
Want List Service
A ppraisal Service
Exhibit Service
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Sports & Olympic Memorabilia
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Always buying, selling & accepting consignments:
Torches, Winners' and Participation Medals,
Pins, Badges, Diplomas, Posters, Official Reports,
Programs, Tickets, Souvenirs.
Three Auctions per Year - Catalogs available.
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Ingrid O'Neil
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